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Introduction

This white paper is designed for individuals within the pharmaceutical industry who are looking to use secondary real world data (RWD) sourced from preexisting administrative or clinical databases to answer specific research and business questions. It is intended as a top-level guide on planning, executing and reporting a high-quality retrospective database study to ensure robust results for submission to healthcare decision-makers.

Current use of Real World Data (RWD)

Healthcare decision-makers have become increasingly aware of the need to understand the impact of interventions in the real world setting, using RWD. The greater reliance on RWD in part stems from a gradual shift in the timing of drug appraisals, which are now being conducted much sooner in the product lifecycle. It also reflects growth in models of earlier access to treatment, adaptive licensing and management entry agreements, which generally involve provisional approval contingent on further data. Re-assessment of these treatments using data collected through product use can help to support subsequent decisions. RWD also now plays a key role in informing decisions about appropriate access and reimbursement, better outcomes measurement and drug development decisions across the lifecycle.

Retrospective database studies are of growing interest to decision-makers seeking to measure the effects of treatments in real world use. There are numerous challenges to conducting these studies. However, by applying rigorous epidemiological principles, involving subject matter experts, and using a robust delivery model, companies can significantly enhance the validity of the results. Best practices for conducting retrospective pharmacoepidemiologic studies using RWD have been published in recent years, providing guidance and recommendations on designing, analyzing and documenting the results.²-¹² In this white paper, we provide an overview of the main points that companies should consider when initiating a retrospective study to ensure robust, reliable results.
Considerations for a retrospective database study

Given the growing role of real world retrospective database studies and the potential implications of the results, it is important to conduct them with high scientific rigor. We suggest a structured, scientific approach to overcome operational barriers and increase study validity, recognizing the need for a strong epidemiologic design and proven analytical methods to reduce the potential for bias.

It is important to conduct database studies with high scientific rigor. We suggest a structured, scientific approach to overcome operational barriers and increase study validity, recognizing the need for a strong epidemiologic design and proven analytical methods to reduce the potential for bias.

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are essential to ensure consistent practices in RWD study execution across different teams. They are also key to confirming that all research tasks are conducted in accordance with institutional, local and federal guidance. SOPs are typically linked to working documents that provide step-by-step instructions to project teams on the various study-related activities (protocol development, data management, statistical analysis plan (SAP) development, quality control plans, reporting, etc).

The extent to which RWD can provide valid and useful evidence depends on how the data is extracted, processed and managed and on the appropriate use of expertise in reporting the study findings. Involving a multi-disciplinary team of data science experts coordinated by an experienced project manager at all stages from design to delivery is key to achieving high-quality research. Each member of the team plays a crucial role in ensuring the smooth running of the study in accordance with a robust delivery model. Typically, this team should consist of

- **Principal investigator** (PI) responsible for conducting the study
- **Database experts/country-specific advisors** with a deep understanding of the data’s strengths and weaknesses and knowledge of the local healthcare system
- **Epidemiologists** with expertise in designing retrospective database studies
- **Physicians or medical experts** who can advise on cohort definition, inclusion/exclusion criteria and diagnosis/procedure codes
- **Statisticians and programmers** with expertise in analyzing large and complex healthcare datasets
- **Data managers** responsible for database extraction and management
- **Medical writers** who can report on the study findings in clear, standard language
- **Project manager** responsible for overseeing all stages of the project and for developing and maintaining the project management plan including resources, risk management and quality control
Key steps to a robust retrospective database study

We have identified eight key steps for designing, executing and reporting a retrospective database study. These are outlined below.

1. **Define the study objectives.** The first important step is to understand the rationale for conducting the study and why the research is being undertaken. The study objectives should be clearly defined and documented in scientific prose as a hypothesis that can be tested or proven, with a description of how this might be achieved through an epidemiological study.

As an example, in the case of a comparative study the objectives should include a clear indication of:

- Exposure groups to be compared
- Outcomes in terms of endpoint being used (e.g., hospitalization, death)
- Duration of follow-up
- Any sub-groups of interest

It is important to bear in mind that if the detail contained in the objectives is insufficient, the detail contained in the methodology will be equally insufficient, leaving the project vulnerable in terms of the overall strategy.

2. **Identify the data source(s).** One of the key criteria for designing a real world study is to ensure that the chosen database contains the necessary data elements to meet the objectives. This assessment calls for both knowledge of the database and a clear vision of the study design, data components and operational requirements. Before selecting a database, the team should give careful consideration to the diverse and heterogeneous nature of RWD and uniqueness in both the content (e.g., parameters available, diagnostic coding) and context of the source (e.g., healthcare setting, purpose of data collection, geographic representativeness, duration of patient enrollment in the database).

In some cases, if the database of interest does not contain the parameters required to meet the study objectives, it may be necessary to obtain supplemental de-identified data (e.g., data on secondary (hospital) admissions, lab results) from other sources. Linking different data sources under a common identifier (e.g., social security number) may help to fill this gap. However, it is important to understand the strengths and limitations involved in using linked de-identified data. Consulting a database expert who has a deep understanding of the sources can inform this process and help to place the database within the context of the healthcare environment.
3. **Develop the study protocol.** A protocol is a scientific blueprint for the study design, built on formal epidemiological principles. It should contain detailed strategic and operational instructions for designing a retrospective database study (patient selection, database selection, etc). There are various published guidance documents on good protocol writing (e.g., FDA's Best Practices for Conducting and Reporting Pharmacoepidemiologic Safety Studies Using Electronic Healthcare Data, ENCePP Checklist for Study Protocols, ISPE Guidelines for Good Pharmacoepidemiology Practices, EMA Guidance for the format and content of the protocol of noninterventional post-authorisation safety studies).

4. **Apply for ethics approval.** The ethical requirements for a retrospective database study depend on the governance surrounding the database. They also vary from country to country. Obtaining ethics approval can be a lengthy process, ranging from a few weeks (e.g., CPRD in the UK) to a year (e.g., National Registries in Sweden) according to the database. When applying for approval, it is important to consider any local rules and regulations and to bear in mind that ethics approval is specific to the details in the protocol; any major changes to the protocol following approval will require an additional review by the ethics committee.

5. **Build the statistical analysis plan (SAP).** The SAP provides operational details on the statistical requirements for executing the contents of the study. The SAP should be written by an experienced statistician who is familiar with the database. For a multi-country study (or where “significantly” different data sources are used within a study), we recommend developing a “global” SAP and then individual country-specific (data sourcespecific) SAPs. In addition, a data preparation plan should be created, providing an unambiguous set of instructions to the programming team to operationalize the study objectives.

6. **Extract the data.** The data extraction should be executed by a database expert with sufficient knowledge of the structure, content and context of the database as well as a solid understanding of the healthcare system from which the data is derived.

7. **Conduct the analyses.** Depending on the scope and complexity of the project, preparing and analyzing the data can take between a few weeks and a few months in most cases. The study project manager should ensure that all team members who are assigned to conduct the analysis have the appropriate level of experience, education and training as well as a deep understanding of the content (e.g., parameters available, diagnostic codes used) and context (e.g., local healthcare setting, purpose of data collection) of the data source.

8. **Report the results.** The reporting of real world studies requires various skillsets and should be based on feedback from a multi-disciplinary team of data scientists (e.g., epidemiologist, medic, statistician, medical writer). Especially in the case of multi-country, multi-database studies, database experts with country-specific experience should also be involved to ensure correct interpretation of differences across geographies. There are various published documents that offer guidance on clear, transparent report writing, including EMA Guidance for the format and content of the final study report of non-interventional post-authorisation safety studies, the STROBE guidelines, the reporting of studies conducted using observational routinely-collected health data (RECORD) statement, and more recently, the reporting of studies conducted using observational routinely collected health data statement for pharmacoepidemiology (RECORDPE) which extend the STROBE and RECORD statements on pharmacoepidemiological studies.

Each step in a retrospective database study can take considerable time, depending on the project scope, number of databases involved and complexity of the study objectives. It is important to have the oversight of an experienced study project manager and a strong quality control process involving appropriate individuals at every stage of the work. The significant commitment...
required of these individuals should always be factored into the project management plan to ensure realistic expectations and adherence to timelines.

Done well, retrospective database studies can provide unique insights into a wide range of issues, including economic burden of disease, compliance and adherence, healthcare resource use, disease incidence and prevalence, and survival.

Conclusions

When done well, database studies can serve as a supplement to randomized clinical trials (RCTs), providing unique insights into a wide range of issues, including economic burden of disease, compliance and adherence, healthcare resource use, disease incidence and prevalence, and survival. Their planning and execution require time, effort and a strong team of data science experts spanning across multiple disciplines, including epidemiology, statistics, programming, project management and deep knowledge of the healthcare database and the local healthcare setting.
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